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Accuracy in the reproducibility of daily patients’ setup
in 3D conformal radiotherapy for prostate cancer*
Acurácia na reprodutibilidade do posicionamento diário de pacientes submetidos
a radioterapia conformada (RT3D) para câncer de próstata
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Abstract OBJECTIVE: To evaluate the reproducibility of daily patients’ setup in 3D conformal radiotherapy for prostate
cancer. MATERIALS AND METHODS: The present study evaluated a total of 960 radiological images (anterior
and lateral views) of 120 patients submitted to conformal radiotherapy for prostate cancer with the isocentric
technique. A 6 MV particle accelerator was utilized in the process. A specific protocol for prostate radiotherapy
planning and treatment was applied, with the patients placed in supine position, hands on the chest and legs
placed on and appropriate support. Daily, the patients were positioned according to previously made skin
markings in alignment with the in-room laser. The portal images were compared with digitally reconstructed
radiographies (DRR) in the Eclipse treatment planning system based on the tomographic images. Radiography
was performed at the first day, and weekly afterwards until the treatment was completed. RESULTS: The
following average position shifts were observed: 1.99 ± 1.25 mm craniocaudally, 1.37 ± 0.84 mm laterally,
and 1.94 ± 1.10 mm anteroposteriorly. CONCLUSION: The use of specific protocols for patients’ setup is
feasible in the clinical practice, allowing appropriate reproducibility and quick correction of possible errors in
conformal radiotherapy for prostate cancer.
Keywords: Setup reproducibility; Prostate cancer; Conformal radiotherapy.

Resumo OBJETIVO: Avaliar a reprodutibilidade do posicionamento de pacientes com diagnóstico de câncer de próstata submetidos a radioterapia conformada. MATERIAIS E MÉTODOS: Foram avaliados 960 (posições anterior e lateral) filmes radiológicos, de um total de 120 pacientes que receberam radioterapia conformada na
próstata com técnica isocêntrica. As imagens foram obtidas em acelerador linear de partículas 6 MV. Aplicou-se protocolo específico para planejamento e tratamento da próstata, com o paciente em posição supina,
mãos colocadas sobre o tórax, pés apoiados em suporte apropriado. Diariamente, os pacientes foram posicionados conforme demarcações na pele, coincidentes com os lasers da sala. Os filmes radiológicos foram
comparados com as radiografias reconstruídas digitalmente (digitally reconstructed radiography – DRR) em
sistema de planejamento computadorizado Eclipse, a partir das tomografias. As radiografias de posicionamento foram realizadas no primeiro dia e após, semanalmente, até o término do tratamento. RESULTADOS:
As médias dos deslocamentos observados foram de 1,99 ± 1,25 mm no sentido crânio-caudal, 1,37 ±
0,84 mm no látero-lateral e 1,94 ± 1,10 mm no ântero-posterior. CONCLUSÃO: O uso de protocolos específicos para posicionamento dos pacientes é possível na prática clínica, possibilita reprodutibilidade adequada
e rápida correção dos possíveis erros.
Unitermos: Reprodutibilidade de posicionamento; Câncer de próstata; Radioterapia conformada.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the greatest challenges in radiotherapy is homogeneously delivering the
prescribed radiation dose on a target volume and minimizing the radiation dose to
the adjacent normal tissues(1–3). For such
purpose, three-dimensional (3D) planning
techniques with conformal radiotherapy
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with or without intensity modulation of the
radiation beam (IMRT) have been utilized(4). Conformal radiotherapy can be
considered as the standard treatment for
localized prostate tumors, allowing the
delivery of a higher radiation dose than
conventional radiotherapy and a reduction
of 40% to 50% in the irradiated volume of
normal tissue(5). However, accuracy is required in the positioning of the patient and
its reproducibility is indispensable, as any
geometrical alteration may compromise the
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effectiveness of the treatment and increase
the incidence of undesirable effects(6,7).
As regards radiotherapy for prostate
cancer, the definition of the target volume
is fundamental for the planning and execution of the treatment. Usually, a margin is
added to the tumor volume (gross tumor
volume – GTV), for inclusion of the subclinical disease in the radiation field, which
constitutes the clinical target volume
(CTV). Additionally, a margin for geometric uncertainties including setup errors and
organ motion is added, comprising the
planning target volume (PTV)(8).
The size of the margins depends on the
magnitude of the uncertainties, and in the
specific case of prostate treatment, margins
of 10 mm from the CTV to PTV are considered as standard. There may be a reduction of 6 to 8 mm in the posterior margin
towards the rectum(8). Such values, however, are given as guidance, and each institution should decide upon the most appropriate margin(9). It is important to highlight
that intensity modulated radiotherapy allows the achievement of isodose curves
more restricted to the PTV, which generates
even greater preoccupations with the patients’ setup(4).
The capability of reducing the margins
from CTV to PTV is related to the decrease
in setup errors, which can be attained
through the setup correction based on bone
references on radiological images obtained
during the treatment(10).
Because of the importance of reproducing in the linear accelerator what was previously performed in the simulation, and
because of the need to concentrate the dose
in a restricted target volume, techniques
have been developed for checking the positioning of the field to be treated, before
and during the treatment(11–13).
For the verification of geometric uncertainties, during treatment the patients are
submitted to radiography whose images are
compared with digitally reconstructed radiography (DRR) images obtained from the
planning tomography. Electronic portal
images (EPI) may also be used for the same
purpose, besides allowing corrections during treatment and reduction of errors from
5 mm to 3 mm(8).
Studies suggest the performance of one
to three computed tomography (CT) scans
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during treatment, to identify the organs
motion. Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) has also been utilized in treatment
planning by means of computed planning
systems that perform the images fusion,
thus providing a better delimitation of the
target volume. MRI offers greater advantages when compared with CT, as it provides a better visualization of the prostate,
seminal vesicles, rectum and muscles(14).
The use of fiducial markers has also
been increasingly indicated, particularly for
image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT).
Thus, as a routine, one can reduce the PTV
margins and, consequently, minimize doses
to the rectum and bladder and still correct
the patient’s setup during the treatment(15).
With developments in technology and
the utilization of increasingly complex
techniques, a higher accuracy in the determination and attainment of PTV is desirable. Patients’ motion, setup errors and
organs motion contribute to uncertainties
in the treatment(9).
The literature demonstrates that when
patient’s setup protocols and standardization of the process for checking such protocols are utilized, errors between 2 and 4
mm are observed in approximately 80% of
the portal images(16).
As regards the errors, the most significant are the systematic ones, as they lead
to delivery of inappropriate doses to the
target volume and to healthy organs. Random errors present lesser impact of the
doses on the mentioned structures(4). In
order to reduce such errors, several studies
have suggested the daily evaluation of the
fields reproducibility(2,6,11,12,17). Such process comprises two stages: the identification of the setup deviation and the decision
on intervening in case such deviation is significant(2,12).
The immobilization of the patient, in association with skin markings and alignment
with the in-room laser, greatly reduces the
uncertainties in the treatment(6).
Even with all the above described resources and methods, it is still extremely
difficult to eliminate all the uncertainties,
and in order to significantly reduce them,
protocols for checking setup errors and
their correction have been created.
Thus, the present study aims at evaluating the reproducibility of patients’ setup

in 3D conformal radiotherapy for prostate
cancer, by utilizing digital planning, DRR
and radiological films, in the anteroposterior and latero-lateral fields.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Casuistics
The present study included 120 patients
with prostate tumors referred for routine
radiotherapy.
For the prostate planning, the patients
were initially submitted to simulation with
an Acuity (Varian Medical Systems; Palo
Alto, CA, USA) apparatus.
The patients were placed in dorsal decubitus, with fixed ankles and with the
hands on the chest. The isocenter was located by means of an anterior radiographic
view with a 10 × 10 cm field, centered on
the midline line of the patient’s body and
lower limit on the inferior border of the
pubis, and a lateral view with the anterior
limit of the field between 1.0 and 1.5 cm
posteriorly to the border of the pubis. These
points were externally marked on the
patient’s skin.
These same setup conditions were applied to tomography and to the 6 MV linear accelerator (Varian Medical Systems;
Palo Alto, CA, USA). The tomographic
images were processed in the computed
planning system Eclipse (Varian Medical
Systems; Palo Alto, CA, USA). Subsequently, the CTV and PTV were defined,
the latter being the CTV with the addition
of a 10 mm margin, except for the posterior margin, which was of 8 mm.
As regards the treatment, all the patients
received a dose ≥ 72 Gy in one or two
phases, depending on the disease staging.
In all the patients, six entry portals were
utilized.
After the PTV definition, a new isocenter was delimited and a localization
plane with 10 × 10 cm fields at 0°, 90° and
270° was built (Figure 1). DRRs were then
obtained from these fields, and the images
were transferred to the simulator and
served as a reference for the definition of
the new isocenter on the patient, and such
isocenter checking during treatment.
Anterior and lateral radiographic views
on the 10 × 10 cm field were performed
on the first day of treatment and weekly
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Figure 1. Angles definition.

thereafter. Such images were compared
with the DRRs of the computed planning
system. Values for the latero-lateral, craniocaudal and antero-posterior displacements
were obtained.
Random evaluations were performed on
480 pairs of films (anterior and lateral
views, with a total of 960 radiological images). Bone references were utilized in the
evaluation of the images. In the anterior
views, the distances from the isocenter to
the true pelvis, and from the isocenter to the
pectineal line were measured on the
craniocaudal view and on the latero-lateral
view, respectively (Figures 2A and 2B).
Two measurements were performed on the
lateral view: the distances from the isocenter to the pubic symphysis and to the
sacrum (Figures 2C and 2D).
The acceptance limit for positioning
displacement was 2.5 mm, established as
standard error (SE = 2.5 mm). For variations between 2.5 and 5 mm, the correction
was established in the linear accelerator,
and when above 5 mm, the patient was returned to the simulator for correction.

within the standard error (2.5 mm), and
only 5 patients (4.2%) required corrections.
As regards the latero-lateral view, 98 patients (81.67%) were within the acceptance
limits, 21 (17.5%) patients required corrections and only 1 patient (0.83%) returned
to the simulator for re-planning.
As regards the lateral view (antero-posterior), 102 patients (85%) presented setup

variations < 2.5 mm, 17 (14.17%) patients
required corrections and only 1 (0.83%)
patient returned to the simulator for replanning (Figure 3).
In the analysis of the anterior and lateral
views of all the patients, 87.5% were within
the standard error, 11.95% were between
2.5 and 5 mm deviations and 0.55% above
5 mm deviation.
In the analysis of means and standard
deviations regarding setup variations, one
observed the values of 1.99 ± 1.25 mm,
1.37 ± 0.84 mm and 1.94 ± 1.10 mm in the
craniocaudal, latero-lateral and anteroposterior views, respectively.
With respect to the application of the
same distance evaluation system using
bone references, Figure 4 shows anterior
and lateral radiographic views with setup
errors.
DISCUSSION
Protocols based on the literature and
appropriate to the needs of the Unit of
Radiotherapy of Universidade Federal de

A

B

C

D

Statistical analysis
Excel for Windows version 2009 was
utilized for descriptive analysis and calculation of means and standard deviations of
the setup errors variations.
RESULTS
The results of the present study demonstrate that, at the anterior radiographic view
(craniocaudal), 115 patients (95.8%) were
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Figure 2. On A and B, anterior views of DRR and radiography are observed, and on C and D, the lateral
views, respectively.
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Figure 3. Positioning deviation versus number of patients.

A

B
Figure 4. Radiographic image considered as inappropriate in relation to patient’s setup (A) on the anterior view, and (B) lateral view as compared with DRRs obtained in the planning system.

São Paulo were adopted in the present
study, whose main purpose was establishing discipline and routine in the control of
quality of radiotherapy planning for patients with prostate cancer in a public institution. Digital planning, DRR and radiological films were utilized in successive
Radiol Bras. 2010 Jul/Ago;43(4):236–240

evaluations of the reproducibility of patients’ setup in 3D conformal radiotherapy
for prostate cancer.
The need for daily or periodical checking of the target localization in the treatment of prostate cancer with external radiation beam is controversial. The daily im-

age-guided alignment (IGRT) is considered
as the gold standard, however the costs and
room time required are greater as compared
with the ones required by conformal radiotherapy and IMRT(18).
Displacement of the target volume corresponded to 1.99 ± 1.25 mm and 1.37 ±
0.84 mm on the craniocaudal and laterolateral views, and 1.94 ± 1.10 mm on the
anteroposterior view. In the case of the
prostate, variations in setup between 1.0
and 3.8 mm on the anteroposterior field and
from 1.2 to 3.5 mm on the lateral field are
reported when legs immobilizer devices are
utilized(19). Setup variations setup observed
with the use of markers directly implanted
on the prostate allow the actual evaluation
of the treatment volume, besides the attainment of an appropriate setup(20). Reduction
in setup errors from 3.2 mm to 1.4 mm with
a mean of 2.2 mm is obtained by instructing the patients to keep the bladder full in
the moment of the treatment, besides the
use of standardized rectal and fiducial markers in the prostate for all the patients(21).
Considering the setup error values obtained in the present study, and by adding
to these values the internal prostate motion
which, according to the literature, presents
variations between 1.8 and 5.8 mm anteroposteriorly, and of 1.4 to 3.3 mm superoinferiorly, the authors believe that a 10 mm
margin would be enough to cover the setup
error and the internal prostate motion(22).
As shown in the literature, setup errors
of 7.3 mm anteroposteriorly, and 3 mm laterally may occur with the utilization of
body immobilizer devices and actual delimitation of the treatment volume(23). In
another study, setup variations of 7 to 10
mm anteroposteriorly, and 4 to 6 mm laterally were observed(24). Dose variations
from 2.5% to 10% are observed when in
vivo dosimetry is performed(25).
The implementation of planning, simulation and treatment techniques is useful
in the evaluation of patients’ positioning
displacement and establishes an error limit
of 3 mm. Such limit should be used to assure the appropriate dose delivery to the
target volume during conformal radiotherapy(24,26,27).
Large displacements of the irradiated
pelvic volumes must be corrected, in order
to assure an appropriate dose distribution
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in the target volume and at the same time
maintain the dose to healthy adjacent tissues within the tolerance parameters(28).
Several authors have observed errors of up
to 10 mm in pelvic treatments, and recommend a new setup checking based on portal films in the simulator(29,30).
The treatment effectiveness depends
upon the minimization of setup errors and
organs motion. Setup errors of up to 2 mm
do not cause significant changes in the dose
distribution on the CTV and rectal wall(31).
Recent studies with frequent patients’
setup checking and careful evaluation of
the target volume margins show better dose
distribution on this volume, providing better management of the disease and lower
incidence of adverse effects(21,32). The satisfactory results achieved with conformal
radiotherapy for different anatomical sites
have increased the interest on this technique and stimulated the development of
setup protocols and checkings.
The data resulting from the comparison
between radiological films and digitally
reconstructed images demonstrate an appropriate reproducibility of patients’ setup
in conformal radiotherapy for prostate cancer and allow the establishment of an internal treatment quality control.
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